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Abstract: The reported work was focused on sol–gel-derived organically modified and fluorinated
silica coatings deposited on elastic polymeric foil. The structure and topography of the coatings were
tested by infrared spectroscopy and microscopic studies. The functional properties were determined
using thermal analysis, surface analysis, and oxygen permeability tests. The barrier feature of the
investigated materials against oxygen was correlated with the properties of the coatings. The hybrid
(organic–inorganic) structure of the coatings was proven, demonstrating the presence of a silica
network modified with alkyl and fluoroalkyl groups since precursors with the isooctyl group or
different lengths of the fluoroalkyl chains were used for the syntheses. The coatings were free of
defects and had a smooth surface except for the sample containing the longest fluoroalkyl chain
(perfluorododecyl group), which showed a wrinkle-like surface. The hydrophobic character of the
coatings increased, whereas the oxygen permeation coefficient values decreased (reaching a fourfold
lower coefficient in comparison to the bare substrate) with a higher content of the fluorinated carbon
atoms in the structure. The results were enriched by the information from the thermomechanical
analysis as well as nanoindentation and scratch tests giving values of the glass transition temperature,
thermal expansion coefficient, coatings adhesion, and hardness of the investigated systems.

Keywords: sol–gel; fluorinated coating; polyethylene terephthalate; flexible; hydrophobic; oxy-
gen permeability

1. Introduction

Materials based on polymers are most commonly used in the packaging industry due
to their excellent physical, chemical, and mechanical properties. They have relatively low
costs of production which is also quite easy and a highly efficient process [1]. It is difficult
to imagine the world without using plastic materials. Polyethylene (PE), polypropylene
(PP), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and polystyrene (PS)
are the main plastics used in packaging, which account for 90% of all plastics used in the
production of packaging materials [2].

The Industry of Polymers classified materials into two groups depending on their
flexibility properties. The first group is determined by rigid polymeric materials (cans,
tanks, bottles, or containers) whose shape does not change during usage and which can be
reused for a long time. They usually have higher impact strength, better barrier properties
as well as better mechanical and chemical resistance. The second class of plastic materials
used in packaging is flexible materials, which require less polymer and less energy for
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their production because of their lower weight. Using flexible polymeric foil, the product
package can be formed at any shape and it can be printed at the same time. Despite the
advantages, flexible plastic packaging has lower barrier properties than rigid materials [2].
Their properties are usually improved by using additives during fabrication processes or
by covering with functional layers. For example, antimicrobial properties are improved
by using silver nanoparticles [3], titanium dioxide, and zinc oxide [4]. Application of the
coatings in packaging materials became an attractive and effective way to improve the
functional properties of packaging polymers [5].

Barrier properties against oxygen permeation play a significant role in packaging
materials. On the one hand, some products (fresh fruits or vegetables) need the presence of
oxygen, but on the other hand, there are many dry products with a long shelf-life, which
require non-oxygen storage conditions. Those products in the oxygen atmosphere lose
aromas and oily substances and their degradation processes occur [6].

Two mechanisms are responsible for gas transport through the barrier layer: the
diffusion flow in the volume of the material (material property) and the flow through the
layer defects (microstructure features: inhomogeneity, holes, microchannels, microcracks,
and grain boundaries). The diffusion mechanism consists of several stages: absorption of
the penetrating agent on the surface of the barrier layer, penetration into the layer, diffusion
through its volume, and desorption to the opposite barrier surface. Consequently, the
permeability of the external factor is a function dependent on: particle size, molar mass,
and physical and chemical interaction with the barrier [7]. The greatest role in gas transfer
through the polymer is played by free spaces, places in the amorphous network of the
polymer where the molecules are far apart enough to create the free spaces between the
polymer chains [8,9]. The permeability of the gases through the polymer structure also
depends on the degree of crystallinity (morphology), where the higher content of crystal
regions in the polymer structure reduces the gas permeation [10]. The barrier properties of
the functional coatings also depend on the chemical composition of the layer and the ratio
of the organic to the inorganic part. The coating should be smooth, tightly packed in its
volume, and have an adequate surface energy [11].

In paper packaging, the pure polymeric foils (e.g., PE or PET) are bonded with
cellulosic forms and with aluminum foils to improve barrier properties [12]. As the
best oxygen barrier materials, glass and tinplate were found, the latter one replaced by
aluminum in can production. Due to the weight reduction in these packages and the cost
of their production, multi-layer packages have been used, where the barrier layer is an
aluminum foil. Unfortunately, such multi-layer structures are problematic in the recycling
process [13–15].

The application of nanostructures might be an effective way to improve the barrier
properties of the coatings [16]. The nanocomposite coatings for packaging application are
still mainly at the laboratory scale, but there are some products available in the market,
for example, Nano-Seal trade name, which is dedicated to food packaging [17]. The SAES
Coated Films [18] offer oxygen barrier nano-coatings which have been tested for fresh food
storage in combination with a modified atmosphere [19].

The sol–gel technology and its capabilities in the nanoscale arrangement can give
an important contribution in improving the barrier properties of packaging polymeric
foils [20]. The sol–gel chemistry is widely used in various coating technologies because it is
cheap, efficient, comprehensive, and does not require expensive equipment. In this process,
the amorphous form of coatings might be obtained, for which the structural analysis is
relatively difficult [21]. Nevertheless, to understand the influence of the polymer structure
on the functional properties, wide experimental investigations and in-depth analysis of the
results are required.

The surface energy of the coating and its wettability not only ensure hydrophilic/hyd-
rophobic surface, but also affect gases and vapor permeation. Modification of these param-
eters can be obtained by the introduction of fluoric atoms to the final chemical structure of
the layer [22]. Fluorinated silicon compounds are known to be used for functionalized coat-
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ing fabrication but they are mainly applied at steel substrates for corrosion protection [23].
Other types of fluoroalkyl-modified resins are used on anti-fouling [24] and anti-icing
surfaces [25], where the superhydrophobic properties of the coatings are crucial [26].
Fluorinated structures work well for these applications, especially when nanocomposite
materials are prepared [27] or the surface of the coating is additionally textured with a
laser [28]. However, for most of the mentioned applications, the final coatings are rather
rigid, thick, and applied on non-flexible substrates. Therefore, the adaptation of the proper-
ties of the sol–gel coatings deposited on flexible substrates using fluoroalkyl silanes is an
interesting topic in terms of characterizing these structures, including the verification of
their gas barrier properties for possible packaging applications.

The fabrication and characterization of sol–gel-derived fluorinated silica coatings are
presented in this work. By using organically modified silanes with different lengths of
fluoroalkyl chains, the sols were synthesized and the series of coatings were deposited on
polyethylene terephthalate foil. The structure, morphology, topography, and functional
properties, such as wettability, roughness, adhesion, hardness, and oxygen permeability,
were tested and discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The following chemicals were used for syntheses: isooctyltriethoxysilane (IOTES)
and perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (PFOTES) from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany,
trifluoropropyltrimethoxysilane (TFPTMS) from TCI, Tokyo, Japan, perfluorododecyltri-
ethoxysilane (PFDDTES) from Apollo Scientific, Stockport, UK, ethyl silicate (ES) from
Wacker Chemie AG, Munich, Germany, deionized water, 96% ethanol and hydrochloric
acid from Avantor Performance Materials Poland S.A., Gliwice, Poland.

2.2. Sol Preparation

Syntheses were carried out via the sol–gel process by hydrolysis and condensation
reactions of silicon-based compounds in acidic conditions. For all layers’ synthesis, ethyl
silicate and isooctyltriethoxysilane were the main silica precursors and the sample pre-
pared with these two compounds was marked as (CF)0 (0 = no fluorine substituted carbon
atoms). For three other samples, the difference was in a third precursor added during the
reaction step, which had various fluorinated alkyl chains: trifluoropropyltrimethoxysi-
lane (sample (CF)1, one fluorinated carbon in the alkyl chain, –CF3), perfluorooctyltri-
ethoxysilane (sample (CF)6, six fluorinated carbons in the alkyl chain, –(CF2)5CF3), and
perfluorododecyltriethoxysilane (sample (CF)10, ten fluorinated carbons in the alkyl chain,
–(CF2)9CF3). The used precursors and their molecular structures are collected in Table S1 in
the Supplementary Materials. To obtain the sols, precursors at appropriate molar ratios
(ES:IOTES:fluorinated silicate = 2:1:1) were mixed with ethanol and deionized water. After
stirring for 1.5 h at room temperature, the solutions were kept under vacuum for 3 h to
evaporate part of the solvent, and later they were stored in open containers at 60 ◦C for
16 h before the deposition process. The synthesis of the (CF)10 sample was carried out at
an inert (argon) atmosphere in a glove-box because of the high sensitivity of PFDDTES to
the humid air.

2.3. Layer Fabrication

The hybrid (organic–inorganic) layers were deposited using the spin-coating method
on a polyethylene terephthalate foil (Melinex St504 with 175 µm thickness, DuPont Teijin
Films, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg) as a substrate. The substrates were cleaned with
ethanol and isopropanol using an ultrasonic bath and activated by plasma treatment before
the deposition process.

Different shapes and sizes of substrates were used. Squares with dimensions 2.5 cm ×
2.5 cm were taken for most of the measurements. Samples in the form of narrow rectangles
(4 mm × 10 mm) were cut for thermomechanical analysis. For analyses of oxygen permeability,
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discs with 7 cm diameter were taken. The sols were deposited on the substrates with 8000 rpm
rotation speed. After deposition, the samples were conditioned at room temperature for one
day and later were dried at 60 ◦C. A schematic diagram of the preparation and testing of the
fabricated coatings is shown in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials.

2.4. Methods of Layer Characterization

To confirm the presence of characteristic chemical bonds in the organosilicate network,
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis was provided with the Attenuated
Total Reflectance (ATR) diamond attachment using the Bruker FTIR Tensor 27 apparatus
(Billerica, MA, USA). The spectra have been registered in the range of 400–4000 cm−1 with
4 cm−1 resolution using 32 scans.

The thickness of the coating was estimated using the Bruker DektakXT stylus pro-
filometer (Billerica, MA, USA) with 3 mg force and 12.5 µm needle with the profile measure-
ment length of 1300 µm which includes the level of the coating and the level of the substrate.
The thickness of the coating was determined from the difference of those two levels with
the precision of measurement in vertical position around 1 nm (given by producer). The
result is the mean of three single measurements.

The surface morphology and layer composition were investigated by Scanning Elec-
tron Microscopy (SEM/FIB—FEI Helios Nanolab 450HP, Nanolab Technologies Inc., Mil-
pitas, CA, USA). Before imaging, the amorphous carbon layers with thickness around
20 nm were deposited on the samples’ surface using a vacuum sputtering device (Le-
ica EM ACE600, Wetzlar, Germany). The samples were imaged with a magnification of
5000× and a beam with energy of 5 kV. The view of the sample surface was received by a
Back-scattered Electron Detector (BSE, Nanolab Technologies Inc., Milpitas, CA, USA) and
transformed into final images.

The topography of the coatings was analyzed by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
(FastScan, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with the SCM PIT probe, with spring
constant 2.8 Nm−1 and resonant frequency of 75 kHz (length 225 µm). The roughness
parameters Ra and Rq were calculated from the surface of 100 µm2. Ra is the arithmetic
average deviation of the profile from the mean line and Rq is the root mean square of the
height of the profile on the measuring section.

The thermal properties were analyzed using Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA)
(TMA/SDTA1, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA) to determine the glass transition
temperature (Tg), expansion coefficient, and elongation of the samples measured using
film elongation mode in a temperature range from 25 ◦C to 180 ◦C with a heating rate
2.5 K/min and 0.1 N force. For the TMA measurements, samples were placed in a holder
dedicated for foils in the stretching mode. The deformation of samples under the influence
of increasing temperature was recorded in a graphical form. From the graphs, the sample
elongation Tg and expansion coefficient were determined.

The surface energy and wettability properties were tested using the Goniometer OCA
35 (DataPhysics, Filderstadt, Germany). The values of contact angles were measured with
a water drop volume of 3 µL (water contact angle, WCA). The presented values are the
average of ten single measurements for each sample. The Surface Free Energy (SFE) was
calculated using the Owens–Wendt method based on contact angle values of two different
standard liquids with polar and non-polar character—water and diiodomethane. The
method is suitable for polymers and is based on polar and dispersive force components [29].

The oxygen permeability tests were performed according to the PN-EN ISO 2556
standard using a device of Remi-Plast (Czerwonak, Poland) production. The test is based
on a manometric method, consisting of subjecting one side of the barrier (chamber 1) to the
gas (oxygen) at a pressure of 1 bar (0.1 MPa) and observation of the pressure change on the
opposite side of the barrier, which is under negative pressure (chamber 2). The tests were
conducted during 3 h exposition for each sample. The details on the calculation of Oxygen
Transmission Rate (OTR) were given elsewhere [30]. The formula used for calculations
is presented in Equation S1 (Supplementary Materials). Taking into account the samples’
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thickness, the oxygen permeation coefficient could be estimated by multiplying the OTR
and the thickness values.

The scratch tests were performed with a scratch tester equipped with an integrated
optical microscope and hi-resolution camera (CSM instruments, Peseux, Switzerland) and
using diamond Rockwell indenter with a radius of 200 µm. Examination was carried out
according to the EN-1071-3 standard. The scratch of 15 mm length was made in progressive
mode with load range of 0.03–15 N and loading rate of 10 mN/min. All pictures documenting
samples’ surfaces immediately after the scratch test were received using the integrated optical
microscope with Olympus objective lens with 20× magnification. The measurements were
carried out for 3 samples of the same material, in 2 repetitions for each one.

The nanoindentation tests were performed with a nanoindentation tester (NHT2,
CSM instruments, Peseux, Switzerland). For each material, 3 samples were measured
and 12 measurements were performed for each sample (6 in two different areas of the
sample). The measurements were carried out using a three-sided pyramid Berkovich tip.
The maximum load was set as 0.10 mN and the loading and unloading rate was equal
to 0.80 mN/min. The stabilization pause at maximum load was 10 s. The calculations
were performed according to Martens hardness protocol. For the presented results, the
outliers and values from an incorrect course of loading and un-loading curves were rejected;
however, it was not more than 3 values per sample.

3. Results
3.1. Chemical Composition (FTIR Spectroscopy)

The chemical structure of the fabricated layers was analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy
(Figure 1 shows spectra in the range of 400–1800 cm−1 and the whole range graphs with
the spectra of the substrate are included in the Supplementary Materials, Figure S2). The
significant bands assigned to the specific vibrations of the network bonds are collected in
Table 1 and listed hereafter.
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Table 1. Main bands or band range with corresponding bond vibration in FTIR spectra.

Wavenumber (cm−1) Bonds and Vibrations

400–490 Si–O–Si rocking
520–730 –CF2, –CF3 rocking –CF2 wagging

800; 980–1200 Si–O–Si stretching
900 Si–O− stretching

1120–1250 C–F stretching
1350–1490 C–H stretching C–H bending
2850–2980 C–H stretching

3400 Si–OH stretching

The strongest complex band in the range of 980–1200 cm−1 corresponded to the
asymmetric stretching vibration of Si–O–Si bonds in the silica matrix and indicated that
the expected silica network has been formed. Other absorption bands assigned to vibra-
tional modes of the Si–O–Si bonds were present around 430 cm−1 [31–33] and 800 cm−1

(rocking and symmetric stretching vibrations, respectively) [34,35]. The band at 900 cm−1

indicated the Si–O− stretching mode [36,37]. The broad band characteristic for the Si–
OH stretching vibration of the terminal silanol groups and other hydroxyl groups was
centered near 3400 cm−1 [38]. The bands of medium intensity located in the range of
2980–2850 cm−1 were related to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of
C–H bonds in –CH2 and –CH3 groups. The bending vibrations of C−H bonds were also
present at 1350–1490 cm−1 [39,40]. The absorption seen for (CF)6 and (CF)10 in the range
of 1100–1250 cm−1 was the characteristic bands of the C–F stretching vibrations in –CF2
and –CF3 groups. Moreover, the existence of C–F bonds was also observed in the range of
520–730 cm−1, corresponding to the rocking and wagging modes [41–43].

3.2. Microscopy Imaging

The sols deposited on cleaned substrates formed adhesive layers. The coatings of
the hybrid organic–inorganic network effectively covered the elastic foil. SEM images
(Figure 2) showed continuous layers without damages such as cracks or other possible
defects. While the (CF)0, (CF)1, and (CF)6 samples exhibited homogeneous and smooth
surface topology, the (CF)10 SEM image revealed a wrinkle-like structure of this coating.
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The topographies of the samples measured with AFM are presented in the bottom
panel of Figure 2, and the coatings’ roughness analysis in comparison to the PET foil
(substrate) is presented in Table 2. Three samples showed relatively low roughness param-
eters in the range of 0.4 nm to 5.5 nm, and the fourth one, (CF)10, reached much higher
parameters with 78.3 nm and 63.1 nm of Ra and Rq, respectively. The lowest roughness
of 0.4 nm was obtained for the (CF)6 sample and it was comparable to (CF)0 (a reference
sample not modified by fluoroalkyl chains) with the Ra parameter equal to 0.9 nm. The
same parameter for (CF)1 had a higher value equal to 5.5 nm. Table 2 also collects the
thickness of all investigated materials as determined from the profilometer measurements.
One may note that the samples had a similar thickness equal to 1.50 µm. Only the (CF)6
sample showed a greater thickness than the others, which was 1.70 µm.

Table 2. Values of roughness (Ra and Rq) and wettability (water contact angle, WCA) parameters,
surface free energy (SFE), and thickness of obtained layers and PET substrate for comparison.

Sample WCA (◦) SFE (mN/m) Ra (nm) Rq (nm) Thickness
(µm)

PET 80 ± 0.5 31.50 ± 0.86 1.4 1.8 175
(CF)0 103 ± 0.6 26.71 ± 0.95 0.9 0.7 1.50 ± 0.06
(CF)1 102 ± 0.5 23.25 ± 0.76 5.5 4.3 1.50 ± 0.03
(CF)6 108 ± 0.6 10.81 ± 0.77 0.4 0.5 1.70 ± 0.04

(CF)10 113 ± 0.9 10.78 ± 0.69 78.3 63.1 1.50 ± 0.04

3.3. Wettability and Surface Energy Properties

The water contact angle measurements performed for the samples showed that all
fabricated samples had hydrophobic character (Table 2). The measured WCA value for
the substrate was 80◦, while for the reference coating named (CF)0 it reached 103◦. A
similar value was obtained for (CF)1—a sample with short organic chains and one fluorine-
containing carbon in the structure. With increasing the length of the fluoroalkyl chain,
higher hydrophobic properties of the samples were achieved, reaching the WCA equal to
108◦ and 113◦ for (CF)6 and (CF)10, respectively.

The highest value of the SFE was shown for the untreated polymeric substrate (PET
foil), reaching 31.50 mN/m. With the increase in the WCA, the SFE decreased and the
surface revealed the hydrophobic character. The (CF)10 sample had the lowest SFE equal to
10.78 mN/m. It is correlated with the presence of the longest nonpolar (fluoroalkyl chain)
groups on the coating’s surface. The (CF)6 sample showed a similar value of SFE to (CF)10
but, at the same time, its WCA value was 5 degrees lower than for (CF)10.

3.4. TMA Results

The permeation of polymeric materials depends on a few factors affecting gas diffu-
sion, and one of those is glass transition temperature. There is a correlation between the
glass transition temperature and the free volume in the polymer structure. In the inorganic
silicate polymers, the fraction of the free volume increases with the decreasing Tg [44–46].
Assuming that the substrate is 175 µm thick and the layer has a thickness of 2 µm, the layer
constitutes about 1% of the modified system. Despite the small contribution of the coating,
the samples showed slight changes in the temperature of the phase transitions. Table 3
collects the glass transition temperature (Tg) with expansion coefficient and elongation
in specific temperature ranges. For all coated samples, the glass transition temperature
was higher than in the case of bare PET foil. The highest value (86.8 ◦C) was recorded for
the (CF)6 sample. All coatings showed a significant decrease in the coefficient of thermal
expansion, with the lowest value obtained for (CF)1 (31 ppm/K vs. 115 ppm/K for PET).
The last determined parameter of the foil, i.e., elongation in the selected temperature range,
did not change when PET was covered with the (CF)6 layer but decreased twice (or more)
for three other coatings.
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Table 3. Values of glass transition temperature, thermal expansion coefficient, elongation, and oxygen transmission rate for
PET foil and PET covered by layers.

Sample Glass Transition
Temperature, Tg (◦C)

Mean Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion
30–80 ◦C (ppm/K)

Elongation 30–140 ◦C
(%)

Oxygen Permeability
Coefficient

(cm3/(m2·24 h·atm))

PET 73.72 ± 1.52 115.34 ± 1.23 1.71 ± 0.09 8.48 ± 0.48
(CF)0 83.55 ± 1.33 41.79 ± 2.45 0.94 ± 0.04 5.92 ± 0.70
(CF)1 84.7 ± 0.84 31.48 ± 1.34 0.81 ± 0.03 6.80 ± 0.80
(CF)6 86.82 ± 1.06 45.72 ± 3.50 1.72 ± 0.08 4.26 ± 0.90
(CF)10 84.14 ± 1.51 51.64 ± 2.38 1.02 ± 0.27 2.05 ± 0.01

3.5. Oxygen Permeability

In the oxygen permeability tests, variation in the pressure in a chamber covered by
the tested samples was registered. The dependence dp/dt allowed us to determine the
value of the oxygen transmission rate for the samples. The oxygen permeability coefficients
were calculated and those results are given in Table 3. The oxygen permeability coefficient
for the PET substrate was 8.48 cm3/(m2·day) and it decreased for all the tested samples,
reaching the lowest value of 2.05 cm3/(m2·day) for (CF)10.

3.6. Adhesion and Scratch Resistance

The adhesion and scratch resistance were determined by the scratch test. The critical
loads were distinguished as Lc1—first decohesion of coating, Lc2—first adhesive failure in
the form of chipping, and Lc3—coating detachment in the middle of the scratch track. Not
all types of critical loads were observed for every coating. Some types of coating destruction
were observed from the beginning of the scratch track. The values of subsequent critical
loads for different materials are presented in Table 4, and forms of coating destruction for
individual critical loads are presented in Figure 3.

Table 4. Values of critical loads determined by scratch test.

Sample
Lc1 Lc2 Lc3

Mean Value
(N)

Standard Error
(N)

Mean Value
(N)

Standard Error
(N)

Mean Value
(N)

Standard Error
(N)

(CF)0 observed from the beginning of the
scratch track does not occur 1.58 0.09

(CF)1 0.12 0.06 0.17 0.09 5.96 0.41

(CF)6 - - observed from the beginning of the
scratch track

(CF)10 observed from the beginning of the
scratch track

observed from the beginning of the
scratch track does not occur

All samples were characterized by relatively low scratch resistance—decohesion of
the coating in the form of cracking was observed for most of them from the beginning of
the scratch track. For the (CF)0 coating, cracks across the scratch track were observed from
the beginning of the loading, as shown in Figure 3A. For the coatings with worse adhesion,
coating detachment in the case of (CF)6 (Figure 3E) and cracking connected with chipping
in the case of (CF)10 (Figure 3F) were observed from the beginning of the scratch track.
Exceptional behavior, different from the other samples, was observed for (CF)1, where the
first coating cracking and chipping (Figure 3C) were observed at loads of 0.12 N and 0.17
N, respectively. The observations of the way of coating destruction showed additionally
that this sample exhibited a brittle type of cracking (Figure 3C). However, the (CF)1 sample
showed the best adhesion and scratch resistance overall, and the lowest adhesion to the
substrate was exhibited by (CF)6 (Figure 3E and Table 4).
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Figure 3. Microscopic representation of the critical load for individual samples: (A)—Lc1 for sample (CF)0, (B)—Lc3 for
sample (CF)0, (C)—Lc1 and Lc2 for sample (CF)1, (D)—Lc3 for sample (CF)1, (E)—Lc3 for sample (CF)6, and (F)—Lc1 and
Lc2 for sample (CF)10.

The coating detachment of (CF)0 was observed in a form of plastic abrasion of the
coating as presented in Figure 3B, while the (CF)1 coating peeled off in a brittle way,
resulting in the formation of sharp edges as shown in Figure 3D. The (CF)6 coating,
showing the worst adhesion among the samples, was fully detached from the beginning
of the scratch track, as mentioned before. Very specific behavior was observed for the
(CF)10 sample, which was cracking and chipping from the beginning of the scratch track
(Figure 3F). With the increase in the applied load, this coating stopped chipping and its
total detachment did not occur. The phenomenon looks like pressing the coating into the
substrate, as presented in Figure 4. Thanks to this effect, the (CF)10 coating showed the
best resistance to detachment from the substrate. For this sample, total detachment of the
coating was not observed up to 15 N. The samples were not tested for higher loads because
substrate destruction was observed for a further increase in the load. Finally, the (CF)1
coating exhibited the most fragile way of destruction.
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3.7. Nanoindentation

The thicknesses of the obtained coatings were high enough to conduct the nanoinden-
tation tests for coating hardness evaluation. The sample loading and unloading curves for
subsequent materials are presented in Figure 5. The mean values of Martens hardness (MH)
and the maximum penetration depth reached by the indenter during testing are presented
in Figure 6. Due to the fact that the indents exceeded more than 10% of the coating thickness
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(as presented in Figure 6B), the calculated hardness values give information about the
overall system, i.e., the substrate plus the coating, not the coating itself. It can be observed
that in the submicron scale, the examined coated materials became softer than the uncoated
PET substrate. The addition of the fluoroalkyl groups increased the Martens hardness
of the material in comparison to the (CF)0 coating without fluorine substituted carbons.
However, the increase in the fluoroalkyl groups’ length resulted in the Martens hardness’
decline. Both Martens hardness and maximum penetration depth analyses suggested that
the most homogenous from the mechanical point of view is the (CF)1 coating, for which
these two values showed a very low dispersion—even much smaller than observed for
the substrate.
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4. Discussion

Based on the presence of characteristic bands in the FTIR spectra, one can conclude
that in the fabricated layers organo-silicate networks have been formed, which include
organic chains derived from organosilane precursors. All samples’ structure was based on
the silica oxide network enriched by the isooctyl group; therefore, all the spectra showed
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the presence of silica oxide bridges as well as alkyl and silanol groups. The low intensity
of the band around 3400 cm−1 (Figure S2) indicated a much lower content of hydroxyl
groups (originating from the silanol groups or adsorbed water) in comparison to silica
materials heat-treated at low-temperature [47,48]. Moreover, the band at 1630 cm−1, related
to the –OH deformation vibrational mode of adsorbed water molecules, was very weak
in the cases of (CF)0, (CF)1, and (CF)6, and not observed for (CF)10. In the latter case, the
band at 3400 cm−1 is not present either, indicating a significant reduction in hydroxyls and
adsorbed water molecules in fluorinated networks.

The FTIR spectra also confirmed the presence of the introduced fluoroalkyl groups
in (CF)6 and (CF)10 (Figure 1) but the C–F vibration modes were not seen in the case of
(CF)1, indicating a much lower concentration of the terminal –CF3 groups in this coating
material. However, in the other two samples, when the number of fluorinated carbons in
the alkyl chain increased, noticeable changes in the FTIR characteristics were observed.
In comparison to (CF)0, the presence of the fluorinated groups can be confirmed by the
following absorption bands located in the ranges: 520–730 cm−1 (bands assigned to the
–CF3 rocking and the –CF2 wagging vibrations) and 1120–1250 cm−1 (the C–F stretching
vibrations) [41,49,50]. The rocking bands were stronger in the case of (CF)10, which had
a higher content of fluorinated groups. Moreover, the longer fluorinated chain in this
sample caused a characteristic shift of the –CF2 symmetric stretching vibrations’ bands
toward a higher wavenumber (from 1142 cm−1 as in (CF)6 to 1149 cm−1) [50]. Eventually,
the spectrum of (CF)10 was distinguished by two strong bands related to the stretching
vibrations observed at 1149 and 1204 cm−1.

Hydrophobic (and especially super-hydrophobic) coatings have attracted great at-
tention because they can be useful in packaging, helping to avoid adhering liquids to
the inside walls of containers. The hydrophobic properties of the obtained layers can be
designed by using different fluoroalkyl-silane precursors. The non-fluorinated organically
modified silica network with –CH2– and –CH3 groups ((CF)0) already demonstrated a
much higher water contact angle (103◦) than silica and polymeric foil used as a substrate
(Table 2). A similar WCA was observed for the (CF)1 sample derived from the precursor
with one fluorinated carbon in the structure (Table S1), but at the same time, lower sur-
face free energy was recorded for this coating. Longer fluoroalkyl chains introduced a
further increase in the WCA and decrease in the SFE values. The obtained SFE around
10.8 mN/m of the silica coatings with long polyfluoroalkyl chains is very low—lower than
in the case of commercial polytetrafluoroethylene, where it is equal to 18.0 mN/m [51],
or polyfluoroalkyl-silica coatings reported by Agustín-Sáenz et al. with the SFE in the
range of 15–20 mN/m [52]. In comparison, according to Nishino et al. [53], the lowest
surface free energy of any material based on the hexagonal closed alignment of –CF3
groups on the surface is 6.7 mN/m. The (CF)6 and (CF)10 samples showed similar SFE
but the WCA was higher for the latter coating and reached 113◦. Such a value is similar to
polytetrafluoroethylene [51] and polydimethylsiloxane coated with PFOTES (112◦) [53],
but higher than in the case of other polyfluoroalkyl-silica porous coatings obtained with
PFDDTES precursor (108◦) [54] or a layer of hybrid coating based on silica particles modi-
fied by methyl groups (108.7◦) [55]. Furthermore, it is close to the values obtained for silica
coatings after vapor phase surface treatment causing a modification of the surface with
alkyl groups (109◦–120◦) [56]. The more hydrophobic character of (CF)10 can be caused
by the significantly reduced content of hydroxyl groups in this sample’s structure. On the
other hand, the topography strongly affects the wetting of the surface and a rough surface
(like in the case of (CF)10) presents more hydrophobic properties [57,58].

The highest Ra of 78.3 nm was observed for the (CF)10 sample, which has specific
surface topography visible in the SEM image (Figure 2). However, there was no obvious
direct relationship between the fluoroalkyl chain length and the roughness parameters.
The (CF)0 and (CF)6 samples showed roughness parameters below 1 nm that were lower
than for the PET foil (Table 2). Such a parameter is typical for sol–gel-derived silica coatings
and is similar to polyfluoroalkyl-silica porous coatings on glass substrates with antireflec-
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tion properties [54,59,60]. The smooth surfaces of these materials could be particularly
interesting in the application as covering and packaging materials.

The thermal expansion coefficient is an important parameter in polymer materials,
where polymers change their dimensions with increasing temperature. It is also crucial in
coatings deposited on polymeric substrates dedicated for packaging materials often stored
in changing thermal conditions. The difference between the substrate and coating materials
is crucial due to the individual phases (coating and substrate), which leads to differential
thermal contraction and expansion stresses during cooling and heating [61]. The expansion
coefficient is significant in silica-based coatings [62], adhesives [63], and coatings for optical
fiber sensors [64]. Here, the highest thermal expansion coefficient was observed for the
substrate itself and the lowest for the (CF)1 sample. With the increasing number of fluoric
atoms in the final coating structure, the thermal expansion coefficient was increasing.
Consolati investigated the relation between free volume fraction and thermal expansion
in perfluoropolyesters and showed that with the decreasing free volumes, the thermal
expansion coefficient increased [65]. In our work, we observed a similar relationship. The
dimensional changes in our samples were described by elongation, where the highest
elongation was recorded for the substrate (PET foil) and the (CF)6 sample. On the contrary,
the (CF)1 and (CF)10 coating samples showed the lowest elongation.

The glass transition temperature in polymers corresponds to the mobility of the
polymer chains, and more rigid regions in the polymer structure cause an increase in the
Tg temperature [66]. In other words, when the free volume in the amorphous structure
increases, the Tg decreases. This value has an influence on gases’ permeation through
polymeric materials dedicated for packaging structures, thus, TMA analysis was used
for further understanding the correlation of these parameters. The Tg of the investigated
systems increased after layers’ deposition on the PET foil, indicating that more rigid
structures were formed. However, no strict dependence of the Tg on the fluoroalkyl chain
length was observed. Looking at the Tg values (Table 3), one can assume that the bigger
–C8F13H4 group in (CF)6 than –C3F3H4 in (CF)1 might have reduced the chain mobility,
whereas the longer –C12F21H4 group in (CF)10 could induce a more flexible backbone chain,
causing the lowering of the Tg of this structure in comparison to (CF)6 but maintaining the
same level as for (CF)0 [67]. On the other hand, the higher Tg for the CF(6) sample may also
be related to the higher thickness of the coating [67,68]. A similar phenomenon has been
observed in other silica hybrids [69,70]. This can be explained due to complex molecular
dynamics including both large enhancement and drastic suppression of molecular motion
in the polymeric hybrids. Such molecular dynamics governing Tg are related not only
to the polymeric chain length but also to the chemical structure, hybrid composition,
homopolymerization, and phase separation [46,69,70].

Eventually, the permeation of gases through the polymeric structure also depends on
the free volume and it should decrease at higher Tg. Such a correlation between the Tg and
the OTR values was recorded looking at the samples: PET—(CF)0/(CF)1—(CF)6. However,
(CF)10 had a lower OTR despite lower Tg. Thus, the changes in the free volume fraction
were not the crucial parameter in the oxygen permeability of the obtained coatings. The
OTR of the reference coating sample (CF)0 was lower than for the substrate and similar
to the final structure of (CF)1. The oxygen transmission rate decreased further with the
increasing fluoroalkyl chain length in the coatings’ structure. In the case of the (CF)10
sample, a fourfold reduction in the oxygen permeability coefficient in comparison to the
bare PET foil (2.0 vs. 8.5 cm3/(m2·day·atm)) was achieved. A dependence of the oxygen
permeation on the water contact angle and the surface free energy of the coatings might also
be indicated, since it decreased with increasing WCA and was the lowest for the samples
with low SFE. The influence of other parameters, such as roughness and diffusion path,
cannot be excluded from factors modifying adsorption and diffusion of the gas molecules
through the barrier. With the higher roughness, the specific surface area increased, and a
higher amount of gas could diffuse into the polymer structure [71]. The barrier property
of PET foil was enhanced by Wang et al. due to the elongation of the diffusion path [72].
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Furthermore, the increase in the diffusion path by the polymer structure combined with
the synergistic effect of hydrophobicity increased the barrier properties as well [72]. In the
studied structures, the roughness was not the key parameter reducing the permeability rate,
but long fluoroalkyl chains increasing the diffusion path and the hydrophobic character of
the surface of the (CF)10 sample might have significantly modified the barrier properties of
the coating.

The best scratch resistance was observed for the (CF)1 sample, which can suggest
that the addition of short fluoroalkyl groups increased the cohesion and adhesion of the
coating. Total detachment of this coating appeared at a load almost four times higher than
in the case of (CF)0. However, when the length of the fluorinated group increased, the
positive effect disappeared, which can be connected with the decrease in the surface energy
of the materials containing a lot of fluorinated carbons. For (CF)0 and (CF)10, cracking and
chipping of the coating were observed from the beginning of the scratch track, i.e., with a
load of 0.03 N or lower. For the (CF)6 sample, even total detachment of the coating was
observed from the beginning of the scratch track. The increase in the fluoroalkyl group
length caused also a decrease in the Martens hardness of the substrate-coating systems.
However, still, Martens hardness for the materials with the longest functionalized chains
was higher than for the non-fluorinated sample ((CF)0), but much lower than for the
uncoated PET substrate.

5. Conclusions

The use of silica precursors organically modified with fluorinated chains of different
lengths allowed for the investigation of the relationship between the chemical structure of
the coatings and their performance properties. One can easily observe that the polyfluo-
roalkyl chain length played an important role in the layers’ properties, altering, first of all,
the wettability and the surface free energy. With longer chains in the coating structure, the
hydrophobicity (water contact angle) increased and the SFE values decreased at the same
time. Additionally, the roughness, glass transition temperature, and thermal expansion
coefficient changed with different precursors. The correlation of these parameters with
the chain length was not evident, but the glass transition temperature increased and the
coefficient of thermal expansion significantly decreased when the foil was covered with
the coatings. The decreasing oxygen transmission rate was clearly exhibited with the in-
crease in the fluoroalkyl chain length in the structures. However, it was difficult to directly
correlate the adhesion of the coating with the precursor used. Considering all the results,
the (CF)1 sample with one fluorinated carbon in the layer structure would meet many
criteria of the functional coating, but at the same time, it achieved the lowest reduction in
the oxygen permeability coefficient. Good barrier properties were shown for the (CF)10
coating, but its mechanical properties should be improved.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/coatings11050573/s1, Equation S1: The Oxygen Transmission Rate Equation, Table S1: Silica
precursors used for syntheses, Figure S1: Scheme of fabrication process and testing of coatings
deposited on PET foil with (CF)10 picture, Figure S2: FTIR spectra in the whole measurement range
of all coatings and bare PET foil.
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